Decisive role of SPECT/CT in localization of unusual periscapular sentinel nodes in patients with posterior trunk melanoma: three illustrative cases and a review of the literature.
Sentinel node mapping is widely applied in patients with melanoma. Although this type of skin cancer usually drains to the standard regional nodal basins, some patients have drainage to an unpredicted site. Nodes lying along a lymphatic channel, between the primary melanoma site and a common basin, are often called interval, in-transit, ectopic, intercalated, or aberrant nodes. They must be considered sentinel lymph nodes because they receive direct lymphatic drainage from a primary tumor site. Most investigators agree that interval sentinel nodes should be harvested; however, the management of melanoma patients with an involved interval sentinel node without established metastasis in the regional basin downstream is controversial. New and innovating technologies have improved nuclear medicine images, including single-photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography (SPECT/CT), a multimodal technique that fuses the radioactivity distribution detected by SPECT with the anatomic information harvested by CT. SPECT/CT does not replace the conventional planar images; it should be considered as a complementary modality for the search of sentinel lymph nodes. We report three illustrative cases that underline the decisive role of SPECT/CT with two-dimensional and three-dimensional reconstruction images to localize the uncommon periscapular sentinel nodes in patients with melanoma of the posterior trunk. The use of this image fusion technique on these patients leads to improved preoperative visualization of the sentinel nodes, may help identify additional periscapular interval sentinel nodes, and enables precise localization of the nodes with their surrounding anatomic structures. The cases are discussed together with a review of the literature.